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PLA-Based Regular Structures and Their Synthesis

Fan Mo and Robert Brayton

Abstract—Two regular circuit structures based on the programmable
logic array (PLA) are proposed. They provide alternatives to the widely
used standard-cell structure and have better predictability and simpler de-
sign methodologies. A whirlpool PLA is a cyclic four-level structure, which
has a compact layout.Doppio-ESPRESSO, a four-level logic minimization
algorithm, is developed for the synthesis of Whirlpool PLAs. A river PLA is
a stack of multiple output PLAs, which uses river routing for the intercon-
nections of the adjacent PLAs. A synthesis algorithm for river PLAs uses
multilevel logic synthesis, simulated-annealing, andESPRESSOtargeting
a combination of minimal area and delay.

Index Terms—Programmable logic array.

I. INTRODUCTION

Regularity is a feature which can provide better guarantees that the
layout designed by a computer-aided design (CAD) tool is replicated
in the fabrication. As the limits of the mask-making system (finite
aperture of projection) are reached with smaller geometries, the ac-
tual layout patterns on the wafer differ from that produced by a CAD
tool [1]. Although predistortion can be added to offset some of the real
distortions [17], the number of layout patterns generated by a conven-
tional design flow can make this task take an unreasonable amount of
time and generate an enormous data set. Beyond what optimal predis-
tortion could do, regular fabrics can reduce variations further. Also,
whenever a technology is migrated to smaller feature sizes, the en-
tire standard-cell library needs to be rebuilt; reuse of the old library
is almost impossible because factors like cell speed, powers, etc., do
not scale. Regular circuit structures, or noncell-based structures, need
much less library-rebuilding effort. A third motivation for using regu-
larity is the timing closure problem, which arises because the design
flow is sequential; early steps need to predict what the later steps will
do. Inaccurate prediction leads to wrong decisions which can only be
discovered later, making design iteration necessary. Preventing such it-
erations is difficult, but use of regular structures can make estimation
much more accurate.

Currently known regular structures include memory or lookup
table (LUT)-based structures [9] and programmable logic arrays
(PLAs). A PLA is composed of regular patterns, and its area and
delay are directly related to the logic function it represents. The result
of a sum-of-products (SOP) minimization can be mapped directly
to a PLA [2], [3]. Technology mapping, required in standard-cell
designs, is not necessary, nor are placement and routing necessary
for a single-PLA circuit. The PLA structure is also library free. For
more complex logic functions, a multilevel structure is needed [4],
[5]. In multilevel logic minimization, the entire circuit is represented
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Fig. 1. DynamicNOR array.

as a network of nodes where each node is a SOP logic function. A
common approach is to optimize both the entire network as well as
each node and then transform the circuit to a network of library cells
via technology mapping. A natural generalization is to build a network
of PLAs (NPLA) from the minimized network without technology
mapping [6]. Although some desirable features of single-PLAs, such
as technology-mapping-free synthesis, are preserved, NPLAs require
block-level placement and routing, which are not as well developed as
similar gate-level algorithms.

Two structures are presented, both of which maintain the regularity
of the single-PLA and eliminate the placement and routing irregularity
of the NPLA: whirlpool PLA (WPLA) and river PLA (RPLA).
These structures share the following advantages: 1) regularity; 2)
well-buffered inputs and outputs; 3) use of less metal layers as
compared to standard-cell and NPLA implementations; 4) no gen-
eral placement and routing; these are done during logic synthesis.
WPLAs and RPLAs differ in the sizes of circuits they can implement
efficiently; WPLAs can handle about 1 K-gate circuits, and RPLAs
can handle up to 10 K-gate circuits. For future deep submicron
(DSM) designs, regularity becomes a key issue [7], making such
regular structures increasingly attractive. For larger circuits, or even
whole chips, multiple WPLAs and/or RPLAs will be required. Then,
block-level placement and routing are needed to build modules out
of multiple WPLA and RPLA circuits. To maintain regularity (and
predictability) at a global level, a regular global placement and routing
scheme with consideration for buffer insertion has been proposed [14].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, some PLA prelimi-
naries are introduced. WPLAs and RPLAs are discussed in Sections III
and IV, respectively. Experimental results are reported in Section V,
and Section VI concludes.

II. PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC ARRAYS

The building block of PLA circuits is theNOR programmable array,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. A basic dynamic configuration is depicted. Be-
sides the signal inputs, there is a “start” (low effective) signal deter-
mining whether theNOR is evaluating or precharging [8]. Each dot
in the array is either a connected transistor controlled by the vertical
line or a void transistor with no logic effect. The horizontal lines in
the array create the wired-NOR function of the controlling signals. The
input buffers produce both the inverted and the noninverted input sig-
nals. The working periods of buffers and the precharging switches are
nonoverlapping, controlled by a “start” signal. In addition to the normal
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horizontal lines for outputs, a delay-tracking line produces a “done”
signal (also low effective), indicating that the evaluation is done. There-
fore, dynamicNOR arrays can be cascaded; the “done” of one array
driving the “start” of the succeeding array.

The area of a dynamicNORarray, represented in terms of the number
of inputsnI and the number of outputsnO , is

A(nI ; nO) = (WPC + 2 �WV nI) � [WIB +WH � (nO + 1)] (1):

In the formula,WPC , WIB , WV , andWH are the widths of the
precharging circuits, the input buffers, a vertical line, and a horizontal
line, respectively. The plus one term in (1) is for the delay-tracking
line. When the logic embedded in the array is given, the area is known
immediately.

Since the input buffers are enabled by “start,” the input signals begin
to control the transistors at the same time. Therefore, the delay of the
array is determined by the largest arrival time of the output signals

D = maxh fD(h)g : (2)

D(h) is the arrival time at outputh given by

D(h) = maxv fD(v; h)jTr(v; h) = 1g (3)

in which,D(v; h) is the delay from inputv to outputh. Tr(v; h) =
1 indicates a transistor connects vertical linev to horizontal lineh;
otherwise,Tr(v; h) = 0. D(v; h) is assumed to be the worst-case
delay, i.e., only the connected transistor at that crosspoint turns on while
all other connected transistors driving the same horizontal lineh are off.
Using a linear timing model,D(v; h) is

D(v; h) = DIB + dIB
hh

Tr(v; hh)

+ DTR + dTR L+
vv

Tr(vv; h) (4)

where the first term is the delay caused by the buffer, and the second
term is the “turn-on” delay of the connected transistor at (v, h). In (4),
DIB anddIB are the load independent and dependent delays of the
input buffer, andDTR anddTR are the load independent and dependent
delays of the transistor.L is the unified external load attached to the
output, which is usually the input capacitance of the buffer in the next
array and the capacitance of the precharging circuit. Again, the delay
of a NOR array is totally determined by its embedded logic, that is, the
Tr(v; h)s.

To implement an SOP, a PLA is built. A common configuration is
NOT-NOR-NOR-NOT. The first half of the PLANOT-NOR is called the
AND-plane and its output signals are called products. The second half,
NOR-NOT, is theOR-plane, and its output signals are called sums. Syn-
thesis of PLAs is well studied, and efficient algorithms exist [2], [3].
The area and delay of a dynamic PLA can be easily derived from
(1)–(4).

III. WPLA

A. Structure

A WPLA is a four-level cyclic structure depicted in Fig. 2. The four
programmableNOR arrays of a WPLA, labeled 0, 1, 2, and 3, are orga-
nized in a cycle. In each array, input signals consist of external inputs
as well as outputs from the preceding array. Placing flip-flops (DFF)
between arrays 3 and 0 breaks combinational loops. All of the four ar-
rays of the WPLA can output signals with both polarities. Only two
metal layers are required to build a WPLA.

Fig. 2. WPLA structure.

Fig. 3. Logic view of a WPLA.

The logical view of a WPLA is illustrated in Fig. 3. ANAND (mul-
tiple-output) is composed of aNOR together with the half buffers (in-
verters) driving it and driven by it. Two cascadedNANDS form an SOP.
The labels in the figure are defined as follows:

• Ij : the set of external input signalsij(�) of arrayj;
• Tj : the set of “through” signalstj(�) generated by arrayj and

only used by the next array;
• Oj : the set of output only signalsoj(�) generated by arrayj;
• Bj : the set of output signalsbj(�) generated by arrayj, which are

also used by the next array.

The derivation of the area and delay of a WPLA follows (1)–(4) given
in Section II. The delay of a WPLA is simply the sum of the delays of
its four arrays. The four arrays do not necessarily have the same size.
This may lead to some “white” space on the sides of the arrays.

B. Doppio-ESPRESSO, a Four-Level Minimization Algorithm

The basic idea of WPLA synthesis is to minimize a pair ofNANDS

and iterate for different pairs until no further improvement. Here “im-
provement” means smaller total area. The possible pairs in the WPLA
are 0-1, 1-2, and 2-3. The minimization of a pair ofNANDS differs from
conventional SOP minimization, since the WPLA structure can invert
product terms. Without loss of generality, we discuss theNAND1-NAND2
pair as shown in Fig. 4.

The following labeling conventions extend the basic definitions
given above:

• TBi = Ti [ Bi;
• BOi = Bi [ Oi;
• TBOi = Ti [ Bi [ Oi;
• X: the set of literalsx(�), the input to the SOP;
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Fig. 4. NAND-NAND pair and the Sum-of-Product.

• P : the set of products of the SOP,p(�);
• S: the set of sums or the output of the SOP,s(�).

We use the term “literal” to denote either the noninverted or inverted
Boolean values of a variable. The algorithm should not changeTB0

andTB2 because these are constrained by the previous and following
stages, respectively. However, the external input signals can be dis-
tributed betweenI1 andI2, and the output signals betweenBO1 and
O2. T1 can, and most probably will, change. In fact, besides the SOP
minimization, additional optimization comes from these signal redis-
tributions. All optimizations ignore the required polarities of the input
and output signals because we can use the input and output buffers to
adjust these. In each iteration, aNAND-NAND is transformed to an SOP,
an SOP minimizer is applied, and the result transformed back.

The first stage is the NN-to-SOP transformation. TheNAND1-NAND2
pair is transformed to an SOP form. No optimization is done at this
stage. The output signals, generated by the pair, form the sums

TBO2 [BO1 ) S

and the input signals of the pair become the input of the SOP

I1 [ I2 [ TB0 ) X:

There are two special cases. One is that anI2 signal in theNAND-NAND

form, when becoming an input of the SOP, needs to be inverted, because
it is one level back. Another is that aBO1 signal, when becoming an
output of the SOP, needs to be inverted, because it is one level forward.

The second stage is theESPRESSOSOP minimization.ESPRESSO
is called to perform the SOP minimization [2]. It makes no change to
X andS; however, the content ofP may change.

The third stage is the SOP-to-NN transformation. The optimization
done byDoppio-ESPRESSO, in addition toESPRESSO, occurs during
the transformation from SOP to theNAND pair. Note thatTB0 andTB2

must be kept unchanged, due to the structural restriction of the WPLA.
The SOP-to-NN transformation first produces theNAND1–NAND2 pair
directly from the SOP, mostly by definition. Step (5) tries to further
reduce the circuit size.

1) Collect the invariant setsTB0 andTB2.TB0 signals are directly
collected from the input setX. CollectTB2 from the sumsS.

2) DetermineB1, O1, andO2. For the remaining sums, those com-
posed of more than one product correspond toO2. The sums with only
one product correspond toBO1, but they need inversion. This is the re-
verse transformation of the second special case in the NN-to-SOP trans-
formation. Recall that we cannot apply such simplification onTB2

because by definition,TB2 must appear at the output ofNAND2. To
further distinguishB1 andO1, we check if the single product is used
by only one of the sums. If so, it belongs toO1, otherwiseB1.

3) DetermineT1 andI2. If a productp is anAND of two or more
literals, or theAND involves anyTB0 input, it belongs toT1. In the
former case,p is nontrivial; thus, the correspondingt1 involves a logic
operation inNAND1. In the latter case,TB0 is only available at the input
of NAND1; therefore,NAND1 must be traversed. The remaining products
are only determined by one external input, and they becomeI2.

4) DetermineI2�ONLY andI1. SinceI1 andI2 may not be disjoint,
we defineI2�ONLY as the set of signalsi2(�) such thati2(�) =2 I1. I2
signals were column singletons in the product matrix, as discussed in

Fig. 5. Example of the SOP-to-NN transformation.

Fig. 6. Common pattern recognition in NAND.

Step (3), such that they do not need to appear inNAND1 but become
inputs toNAND2. I1 is derived from

I1 = X � TB0 � I2�ONLY :

Now, the NAND1-NAND2 can be built, since all the signals have
been identified. The next step performs optimizations beyond what
ESPRESSO can do.

5) Extra transformation. This step is illustrated by the simple ex-
ample of Fig. 5.a andb areTB0 signals so should always stay at the
input ofNAND1. u1 andu2 are signals not touched. Signali belongs to
I1 \ I2, which means it is used by other functions inNAND1 (although
not shown in the figure).ESPRESSOcan do nothing in this example;
thus, the first four steps in the SOP-to-NN will return the original struc-
ture. However, it is possible to organizea, b, andi into one newNAND1
term and make use of it inNAND2. The transformation saves oneTB1

term.
The main idea is to use the following identity:

j

tb0(j)
j

i2(j)
j

u(j) � n
j

u(j)

in whichu(j)s are untouched terms, andn is the new term

n =
j

tb0(j)
j

i2(j):

The saving comes from the deletion of trivialT1 signals, while the cost
is the addition of a newT1 signaln. Sincei is non-I2�ONLY , meaning
thati is also anI1 signal, it is free to appear inNAND1. To maximize the
reduction, we seek common patterns inNAND2 to let multipleNAND2
outputs share the same newNAND1 terms. Fig. 6 illustrates an example
of recognizing common pattern inNAND2, in which rows are the outputs
and columns are the input literals (positive and negative literals of the
same variable occupy different columns). The stars, which represent the
care bits of the literals satisfying the above requirement, only appear in
the columns ofTB1 (relayedTB0) andI1 \ I2. Then,z3 andz5 may
share a common pattern, whilez2 has no sharing with others.

The recognition of common patterns uses a two-step algorithm. The
first step recognizes a set of candidate patterns (PSET). The second
step seeks a subset of PSET in a greedy way such that the reduction is
maximized. Define the reduction

gain= (CT1 + CI2 � 1)H2 + (CT1 � 1)W1

whereCT1 is the number ofT1 signals involved in the pattern that are
trivially TB0, CI2 is the number ofI2 signals in the pattern, andH2
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Fig. 7. Structure of the River PLA.

andW1 represent the number of outputs ofNAND2 and the number of
inputs ofNAND1, respectively. The reduction is measured in terms of
number of bits saved in the two arrays.

IV. RPLA

A. Structure

An RPLA is a stack of multiple-output PLAs; adjacent PLAs in the
stack are connected via river routing, as shown in Fig. 7. River routing
is special in that any two-pin connection is made using only a single
layer, and different connections not overlapped. The left sides of the
PLAs are aligned. External inputs enter at the bottom; primary outputs
can exit from the right side of any one of the PLAs or from the top
of the RPLA. When extracted at the right side, river routing is used
to bring the outputs of the PLAOR-planes to the right boundary. The
delay-tracking signals are relayed serially through all the arrays.

Both the area and delay of an RPLA are explicitly expressed in terms
of the PLA contents using (1)–(4) given in Section II. The nonunifor-
mity of the PLA widths results in some “white” space on their right
sides. Because the PLAs are dynamic circuits, the RPLA delay is just
a summation of the PLA delays. The delays of the river-routing wires
are negligible since they are local connections and have no vias.

The basic RPLA structure can be extended easily to sequential con-
figurations. Flip-flops can be placed at the top of the last PLA, with
a third metal layer used to build feedback signal lines. The feedback
wires can use river routing as well. We focus on combinational RPLAs
in this paper.

B. Algorithm

The design flow for RPLAs contains three steps: multilevel logic
minimization; node level-placement; and net ordering. An objective
function in the optimization can be evaluated with good accuracy, be-
cause the area and delay are fully determined by the logic embedded
in the RPLA. In contrast, the areas and delays for standard-cell designs
are hard to predict during technology independent logic optimization.

1) Multilevel Logic Minimization. The multilevel logic minimiza-
tion step uses sequential interactive synthesis (SIS) [4]. The generated
Boolean network consists of single-output nodes (single-output SOPs).

2) Node Level-Placement. The single-output nodes in the network
are levelized. Note that a node is an SOP (in general, two logic levels)
structure, but the term “level” here means the level of the node in the
Boolean network, unless otherwise mentioned; the real number of logic
levels can be twice the number of network levels. The number of PLAs
in the RPLA is equal to the number of network levels. The nodes on
the same level are clustered into a multiple-output PLA in the RPLA.
After clustering, each PLA is minimized further byESPRESSO. Node
level-placement is possible for nodes having flexibility in their levels.
In general, the flexibilities of different nodes are correlated because
of the fanin/fanout relations. Simulated annealing is suitable for the
node level-placement since the solution space is reduced by the level
dependencies, and the evaluation of area and delay is straightforward.
The objective function is a weighted sum of the area and delay.

At each annealing step, two issues need to be considered in com-
puting the area and delay. One is that the content of each PLA in the
RPLA is not finalized until an SOP minimization is done. When the
PLAs are small, the minimizer can be called in the inner loop of the an-
nealing. However, when the PLAs are large, doing this is too time-con-
suming. A tradeoff is made; if the original size of the PLA exceeds
a threshold, we use the raw content of the PLA to compute area and
delay, otherwise, an SOP minimization is performed. Another issue is
the area of the river routing region, which affects the total area of the
RPLA. The net ordering algorithm, to be discussed later, will guarantee
that the thickness of a river routing region, or the number of horizontal
wiring tracks between two PLAs, is always linear with the number of
outputs from theOR-plane of the previous PLA. The net ordering algo-
rithm might increase the widths of some PLAs by a small amount, but
as long as the PLAs affected are not the widest in the stack, this has no
effect on the total area of the RPLA.

3) Net Ordering. The sequence of nets in the RPLA is determined
such that river routing between any pair of adjacent PLAs is feasible.
Let vS(n) be the starting level of netn, which is the level of the node
driving the net. LetvE(n) be the ending level of netn, which is highest
level of nodes usingn as a fanin. In the RPLA, a net only has one wire,
which may cross one or moreAND-planes of the PLAs. If a wire starts
from the primary input, orvS(n) = 0, it is simply a vertical segment
reaching levelvE(n). If it starts from the output of the PLA on level
vS(n) > 0, it first turns into the region between PLAsvS(n) and
vS(n) + 1, and then goes vertically fromvS(n) + 1 throughvE(n).
Although some vertical wire segments in theAND-planes traverse more
than one PLA, they are split by the buffers in the PLAs. Therefore,
all the connections are short. The net ordering algorithm first finds a
packing of the vertical segments in theAND-planes of the PLAs. The or-
dering of output signals of the PLAs follow their ordering appearing in
theAND-planes, and the output signals reach their vertical segments via
river routing immediately after they leave the PLAs generating them.
Hence, the thickness of the river routing region between PLAs on level
v andv+1 is determined by the number of outputs of the PLA on level
v. A minor issue is that one is added to the thickness to account for the
“done” signal.

Following is a brief explanation of the algorithm. First, order the nets
in descending order ofvE(n). For nets with the samevE(n), order
them in ascending order ofvS(n). There is no restriction on the nets
with the samevS(n) and the samevE(n), since they always go side
by side. Then from left to right, greedily fill in each vacant slot with
the next available segment in the ordered list. The greedy algorithm
is equivalent to the left-edge algorithm used in channel routing [16],
which gives an optimum packing of the vertical wire segments in the
AND-planes of the PLAs. Finally, the widths of the PLAs are derived.
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TABLE I
TYPICAL PARAMETERS OF THEGATE LIBRARY

TABLE II
TYPICAL PARAMETERS IN THE PLA DESIGNS

The width of a PLA is determined by the number of output signals,
which is a constant, and the width of theAND-plane. Note that the
packing algorithm may generate some empty space in theAND-plane,
which causes the width of the PLA to be larger than the estimated value.
As long as such PLAs are not the widest in the RPLA stack, all the com-
putations remain the same. Experiments indicate that the case where the
widest PLA has empty columns is rare.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We compare the following methods of implementation: standard-
cells (SCs), network of PLAs (NPLAs) [6], RPLAs, and WPLAs. A
0.35-�m technology was used for the comparisons since a standard-cell
library containing over 100 cells was available, and each logic cell has
at least two choices of drive strength. Typical parameters of the stan-
dard-cell library are given in Table I. Several important parameters of
the PLA designs are given in Table II. All delay-related parameters con-
tain a load-independent part (the intrinsic delay) and a load-dependent
part.

Standard-cell implementations use over-the-cell routing. Metal-1 is
used for internal connections of the cells, and metal-2 and -3 are used
for inter-cell connections. NPLAs use metal-1 and -2 for internal con-
nections, and metal-3 and -4 for inter-PLA connections. RPLAs and
WPLAs need only metal-1 and -2 for all routing.

Since WPLAs target smaller circuits, the experiment was divided
into two parts. In the first part, 15 smaller FSM examples from the
LGSynth’91 benchmark set [10] were implemented on all the struc-
tures, thus, focusing on examples where WPLAs could be effective.
In the second part, 15 CML examples from the same benchmark set
were tested on SC, NPLA, and RPLA structures. All synthesis pro-
grams were run on the same machine: a Dec Alpha 8400 5/625.

A. Comparison of {WPLA, RPLA, NPLA, SC} on FSM-LGSynth91
Benchmark Set

After the latches are removed from each example (we do not deal
with state minimization and encoding), the combinational part was op-
timized with SIS [4] (using script.rugged) to achieve an initial Boolean
network. Then, the network level was constrained to two by using the
SIS command “reduce_depth -d 2”. Command “map -n1 -AFG” (min-
imum delay circuit that respects load limit) was used for the technology

TABLE III
RESULTS OFLGSYNTH’91 BENCHMARK SET (FSM)

mapping of SCs; for NPLAs, we clustered all single-output nodes at the
same level, and calledESPRESSOwith its default settings to minimize
the clustered multiple-output PLAs. The RPLA node level-placement
used weights of 0.5 on both normalized area and delay. Since area and
delay are of different units and orders of magnitude, they were nor-
malized first. A simple approach for this was adopted. After the initial
design is created randomly, the area and delay are measured and de-
noted byA0 andD0. The area and delay in each annealing step will be
divided byA0 andD0, respectively.

Areas and delays are given in Table III. No placement or routing was
done for SCs and NPLAs, so to be fair, we assume they have an area
utilization of 85%. RPLAs and WPLAs areas are the actual areas since
they include the river routing and white space. Note that the compar-
isons are not precise also since SCs and NPLAs use more metal layers
than RPLAs and WPLAs. The area utilizations (nonwhite space) of
RPLAs and WPLAs are also given in the table.

On average, WPLAs are 47% and 10% smaller than SCs and NPLAs,
respectively, but only 9% and 4% slower than SCs and NPLAs. The
areas of the RPLAs are on average 17% smaller than those of SCs,
and their delays are 12% worse. WPLAs are on average 30% smaller
than the RPLAs, when two network levels are used, and 3% faster.
Thus, when implementing small circuits, WPLAs are superior. The ef-
fect of node level-placement done for RPLAs is greatly limited in the
two-level case, because most of the nodes are fixed. The run times of
NPLA, WPLA, and SC are similar. RPLA synthesis is on average twice
as slow, due to the simulated-annealing used in the node level-place-
ment algorithm.

B. Comparison of {RPLA, NPLA, SC} on CML-LGSynth91
Benchmark Set

Each example started with optimizing the initial Boolean network
using SIS constrained tov0 network levels. Then, the number of levels
was reduced gradually. For each number of levelsv, for SCs, the circuit
was technology mapped twice with SIS: one with area priority (map
-m 0 -AF) and one with delay priority (map -n 1 -AFG), generating
SCA(v) andSCD(v). The same algorithm as in the first part of the
experiment was used to synthesize the NPLAs; however, there was no
area or delay priority. Two RPLAs were synthesized, one with 100%
weight on area and one with 50% weights on area and delay, generating
RPA(v) and RPD(v). The results are listed in Table IV. No placement
and routing for SCs and NPLAs were done, but area utilization of was
assumed to be 85%. The real areas (including white space) and their
area utilizations are listed for the RPLAs.
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OFLGSYNTH’91 BENCHMARK SET (CML)

The experimental results show that, in general, there is a delay-area
tradeoff; fewer network levels(v) means faster speed but larger area.
Compared with SCs (raw area, three layers of metal), RPLAs (two
layers) need on average 21% more aerial area while NPLAs (raw area,
four layers) need on average 20% more area. Although RPLAs contain
on average 20% white space, if the RPLA module is to be embedded
in a big chip, other circuits may utilize this space. Another interesting
phenomenon is that in small circuits as in the FSM benchmark set, SCs
have larger areas than RPLAs. The reason is that during technology in-
dependent optimization, the network level was reduced to two, which
may result in many duplicated cells in the later mapping stage. In terms
of delay, on average RPLAs and NPLAs are 5% and 10% slower, re-
spectively than SCs. Synthesis times for RPLAs are about twice that for
SCs, and 50% that for NPLAs. In the RPLA case, the synthesis time
is exactly the design time but for SCs and NPLAs, additional time is
needed to complete the placement and routing.

VI. CONCLUSION

Two regular circuit structures based on PLAs were presented.
The regularity provide accurate area and delay estimation during

synthesis. WPLAs provides a compact layout for circuits with sizes
of up to about 1 K-gates. A four (logic)-level synthesis algorithm,
Doppio-ESPRESSO, takes advantage of the WPLA structure, and
can usually produce smaller layouts compared to standard-cell imple-
mentations. RPLAs are multilevel structures composed of a stack of
PLAs. River routing between adjacent PLAs creates local and regular
interconnections. The algorithm for the synthesis of the RPLAs uses
the level flexibilities of the nodes and simulated-annealing to find a
good combination of area and delay. RPLAs are suitable for circuits
with size of up to about 10 K-gates and provide another regular
alternative to the standard-cell structure.

For larger circuits, many WPLAs and/or RPLAs might be involved.
A mixture of standard-cells, WPLAs, and RPLAs on a single chip is
possible. Such applications may require a mixed macro/standard-cell
physical design flow. Macro-cell placement and mixed macro/stan-
dard-cell placement algorithms are available [11], [12]. To maintain
global regularity, a regular block-level placement and routing scheme
might be adopted [14].

Various sizing and precharging configuration techniques can be ap-
plied to the structures of WPLAs and RPLAs to get a tradeoff between
power, area, and delay [13]. No specific power reductions have been
implemented in the WPLAs and RPLAs, but the regularity allows easy
power estimation. Noise problems are also increasingly important in
DSM IC designs. A PLA-based structure with shielding power/ground
lines was reported [6]. This technique can be directly adopted in the
WPLAs and RPLAs. Although the extension of WPLAs and RPLAs to
reconfigurable versions is straightforward, the problem becomes one
of mapping given logic functions onto a fixed-size WPLA or RPLA
structures. Glacier PLAs, a reconfigurable version of RPLA, have been
explored [15].
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